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Dear Sir,
A description of the organisational 
changes is simple: no catalogues; 
no openings; no wine; no mailing 
list; the artist looks after his own 
show for half the time it is on; 
the artists as a group select who 
shows in future; the artists will 
run their own magazine; the 
gallery charges 20c admission.
These j.re the organisational 
tips of what is a shift in attitudes.
The art world was and is incestuous 
like most artistic groups in 
Australia. Artists gossip about 
art and artists, muscicians about 
music, and so on. We seem to 
lack a cross fertilisation. The 
key to this is ego. I feel secure 
and important in my world and 
I don’t want to be challenged by 
something else. The suburban 
mentality of a private plot of 
land with a fence around it.
The need for an artist to have 
his ego sustained is made worse 
by the fact that he can do a 
course in how to become an artists.
If one has done a diploma in art 
the student then sees this as 
a right that he romantically 
be considered an artist. The 
gaflery’s job was to feed this 
hallucination. You give the 
artist a show, you give him a
glossy catalogue, you invite 
important people to his opening, 
you produce reviews which 
announce he is a genius, you 
then give him a fat check when 
all his work sells out.
The trouble with this is that 
it hasn’t worked out that way. 
Art is not very important these 
days. It is the wrong medium.
It is a highly sophisticated, 
acquired language - the visual 
language - and it lacks the instant 
appeal of film or sound. When 
you strip away the snob 
audience - the art does that 
because it is new and who 
wants to risk a judgement about 
one’s taste - the audience is 
small. Perhaps ten a day.
Hence the artist supervises 
his own show now. What 
is the point of protecting 
him from reality?
The anti-ego thing is 
beginning to work. The first 
group meetings were constipated 
in silence, but now the 
communication and co-operation 
is developing. It’s just a small 
microcosm in a large city, 
but if a gallery has any point 
it has to have a point as a 
social entity to the artists 
themselves. It’s their space 
their activity, and if it is to 
have any strength it’s only the 
strength of the artists themselves. 
If it has point to them as a group 
then this quiet, rather monastic,
non-utilitarian space will 
survive in a consumer world 
of goodies and the instant 
impact of film and music.
Bruce Pollard 
Pina Cotheca 
10 Waltham Place 
Richmond
IT’S ALL IN THE COMING
You leap before the alarm leaps 
and when you are going 
it is always when something is 
coming,
when you walk out
it’s always in the coming,
it s in the coming
of the milkman and his pale horse
which carries a history of broken
bones in its legs,
and the silent whip on its back,
it’s in the coming of the first
birds,
soft songs so as not to anger the 
morning,
it’s in the coming of a woman’s
movement
and her pale robe
as white as milk
bending to pick up the wet bottles, 
carrying a history of broken love 
in her breasts
and the silent kiss on her back, 
when you leave me 
it’s all in the coming of the waiting 
for the next desertion.
Gayle Raymond.
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small notes
"BIO-DEGRADABLE" DETER­
GENTS STILL CONTAIN PHOS­
PHATES.
Melbourne (ans)—Lever & Kitchen 
Pty.Ltd., makers of detergents with 
such exotic names as Rinso, Drive 
and Action, have been making 
great noise lately about a change to 
bio-degradable ingredients for these 
products.
L & K announced that the company 
had made the switch in production 
from 'hard' to 'soft' detergents six 
months in advance of the time 
voluntarily agreed to by major manu­
facturers.
Phosphates build up in waterways 
and can upset the balance of 
nature by stimulating growth of 
weed and algae.
Dr.Nancy Millis, reader in micro­
biology at Melbourne University, has 
called for manufacturers to announce 
the phosphate levels of their products. 
She said these varied, but tended to 
be quite high in detergents with 
enzyme additives.
In fact, a sure way to avoid pollution 
with washing is to purchase soap 
savers and use ordinary washing soap 
for clothes.
LAW RE VIEWS LAW
One hundred and fifty  radical New 
York lawyers of Community Action 
for*Legal Services are compiling dos­
siers on the city's judges for "rude­
ness, malice and prejudice" towards 
the poor. So far complaints have 
been filed against three judges, with 
another six on the way. Problems 
haven't begun yet for the New York 
Judiciary, though. The appellate 
Division, to whom the cases go, could 
itself be ruled unfit to judge, due to 
the nature of the charges against 
their colleagues.
CHURCH MISSIONARIES 
ROB ABORIGINALS
Northern Territory church mission­
aries are giving pittances to 
Aboriginals for paintings worth 
up to $50 in other parts of 
Australia.
The charges, in particular against 
the Roman Catholic church 
missions, have been made by re­
searchers working with the
Aboriginals in Arnhem Land. But 
they have asked that their names 
be kept secret for threat of legal 
action by local art dealers.
The native paintings and artifacts 
are sold in southern cities for at 
least ten times the amount paid 
to the artists, while many are 
exported overseas and sold at 
even higher prices.
The most recent allegations were 
made with the visit of Aboriginal 
artist Yirrawala, who exhibited 
his paintings in university galleries 
in Adelaide, Melbourne and 
Sydney.
NEW PRESS SERVICE
The Australian student press took a 
further step out of its parochial 
corner this month with the estab­
lishment of a press service. The 
service, known as the Alternative 
News Service, picks up Liberation 
News Service, Dispatch News Service, 
Australian Free Press plus anything 
else that that indefagitable counter 
culture roundsman, Phil West, can 
ferret out. The scheme is operated 
from the offices of National U in 
North Melbourne, the recipients of 
the service contributing $5.00 per 
edition of their own paper to cover 
the cost of operation.
AQUARIUS
Despite a $13,500 loss on the Can­
berra Arts Festival, Aquarius have 
managed to keep their original camp­
us circuit program intact to a large 
degree. The campus tour by Spectrum 
and Daddy Cool has begun and w ill 
continue on to sometime in July
The APG tour originally scheduled 
for June to August has been post­
poned to September and now only 
includes Hobart, Adelaide and 
Melbourne (on the request of APG 
who had too many financial and 
scheduling problems to keep to the 
original program).
The Allen Ginsberg tour has been 
postponed to March 72  as Ginsberg 
also had scheduling problems that 
interfered with this year's tour.
Aquarius are also offering Paco Pena 
to campuses for 3 weeks in July/ 
August.
SPAIN FREAKS
In Spain, press and tv are tightly 
controlled. Criticism from the 
outside is ignored, and propaganda 
is really consistent. While the 
Basque trial was on, Spanish tv 
concentrated on the chaos in 
Europe, reported communist 
attrocities in Vietnam, and placed 
heavy film emphasis on vice and 
decadence in Britain and America.
Now we've heard that the island 
of Ibiza, off the Spanish coast, is 
the latest vacation spot of American 
hippie tourists. Bearing American 
dollars, the long haired kids are 
welcome customers for the island's 
stores, hotels and bars, but a 
headache for the police because 
of the increased use of hashish,
LSD, mescaline and over-the- 
counter drugs. So far, penalties 
for possession and trafficking 
have been light, but there could be 
a crackdown as the summer season 
peaks.
ASTRO BIRTH
A Czechoslovakian psychiatrist and 
pynaecologist, Dr. Eugen Jonas, has 
provided scientific proof for the 
effects of the moon on the cycle of 
human fertility.
1. The ability of a mature woman to 
conceive reaches its maximum under 
exactly that phase of the moon 
which prevailed on the day she
was born.
2. The sex of the child thus conceived 
depends on whether the moon 
was in'a positive or negative field 
of the ecliptic (i.e. sign of the 
Zodiac) at the time of conception, 
and
3. The viability (life and health 
expectation) of the embryo is 
influenced to a great extent by 
the positions of certain other 
planets at this time.
NEW ZEALAND DOPE
The New Zealand Health Committee's 
first report on Drug abuse came up 
with the statement that cannabis 
"makes a person a shiftless and 
degraded member of the community."
John Lennon Erotic Art

THE EROTICA 
EXPLOSION
At Club Orgy, Rita and Victor perform sexual 
intercourse twice daily to a grim but attentive 
audience.
Rita is cute and dark and small. Victor is a 
wide-eyed mustachioed ex-hairdresser. Rita and 
Victor have been married about'a year and a half, 
and they don’t swing. “We don’t touch anyone 
else,” Rita assured me. “Never. We’re not like 
that.”
Some of the less wholesome members of the 
club staff, however, are like that. “The 
place is pure filth,” explained Mel the 
manager. “It’s no place to take my wife.”
I like Mel. I like him because he looks the 
way members of his calling are supposed to 
look; unshaven, balding, beer-belly, Jewish 
and with a Fields nose, a foul mouth and a 
name that isn’t Mel. I am sure he is a party to 
degeneracies in sex that I am even embarassed 
to think about. I am awed by his foul mouth.
I watch him as he methodically pastes 
anonymous sex organs through the pages of 
his papers — Mel publishes about two-thirds of 
the market: Orgy, Pussycat, Tiger, Suck, and Ball.
I watch him reading copy like a computer, 
copy that might drive any less world-weary 
flesh to a pornographic frenzv.
In addition to the live fuck show, Club 
Orgy offers some satellite sex. Adjoining the 
theatre is a medium sized “spread” bookstore, 
filled with raunch. There is a string of rooms 
for "modeling. And there is talk ot a new 
building, a sex restaurant. Recently in fact,
Club O. went legit, and its various couplings 
were craftily incorporated into a “play” that 
some poor fool thinks will dupe the authorities.
But Rita and Victor are still the stars.
The stage of the theatre is a large bed. The lights 
come up on Rita, negligeed, reading some porn, 
and cooing for her husband. Victor returns 
home from work and the two begin 20 minutes of 
of inventive and gymnastic sex. I am impressed 
that there is an occassional squeal of delight from 
from Rita — “Oooh! My favorite position” — 
and an occassional salute from Victor to the 
audience. The show ends abrubtly when all the 
theatre lights start flashing, and Rita and Victor 
uncouple like an electric train.
In my journalist guise, I visited another 
fuck show. In the corridor, in front of a long
plate glass window of polished Wurlitzer or 
elevator I am joined by a grey-flanned hat.
It says, “This way to Mine Cine.” In the 
elevator I am joined by a grey-flanneled gen­
tleman, whistling as if there is no tomorrow. He 
looks at his shoes. I look at my shoes. He 
straightens his tie. I refold my newspaper 
(basic gear). At the box office, I pretend to 
look casual. I pretend I am neither desperate nor 
odd. I hand over $5 with obvious nonchalance.
The show at Mine Cine is a bit of a joke.
The advertisements outside promise the oppor­
tunity of watching an actual pornographic film 
being made. I am grateful for that ad. It means 
I am not a dirty voyeur, I am only watching 
the production of a film for voyeurs.
However, the director appears from be­
hind a curtain, carrying a camera that resembles 
a 1910 Brownie pinhole.
I am uneasy at the large-holed fishnet 
that separates the audience from the stage.
Have there been incidents in the past? Is the 
net there to protect the performers from the 
pathetics like myself, who might hurl them­
selves abrubtly onstage at the slightest twitch 
of flesh? Will I be able to control myself?
That anziety is quickly quashed by the 
appearance of the performers, a willing but 
somewhat over-obvious woman and a greaser 
with eyeballs behind his head. In a friendly but 
commanding manner, the cameraman directs 
the couple into a variety of sexual poses and 
manipulations, all about as exciting as a pair of
coital chipmunks. I save myself some small 
measure of dignity by slinking out before the 
final permutation.
On the upper west side, the Marquis de 
Suede is providing more exotic equipment for 
the homosexual market. The Marquis answers 
his door, dressed only in an exquisite pair of 
leather pants that look like they were sewn by 
the the royal tailor on a leave of absence. In 
his bedroom, the Marquis is busily fitting a 
young man with a pair of black studded chaps
Al, refering to Screw’s unique movie review 
ratings system, “my review isn’t porn; the 
movie is.”
The pornography situation today is even 
more tangled than it ever was. Porn in fact is 
getting it from both sides. Bad enough that 
Al Goldstein and his reading public are having 
their civil liberties wasted by tight-assed reac­
tionaries; now Goldstein is enduring the leftist 
assault by women’s lib. Most porn merchants 
however will agree that much of pornography
that would have set Marshall Dillon’s spurs 
to jingling. In addition to the familiar line of 
leather, rubber, and studs, the Marquis provides 
whips, gags, codpieces, shackles and cock- 
rings, and specializes in dirty toys, erotic 
appliances and rubber fists. “Three years ago 
you couldn’t breathe that you had a dildo,” 
says the Marquis. “Now I don’t know anyone 
who hasn’t.”
The real porno, however, is still print, 
even though an exploding market and fierce 
competition have depressed some of the city’s 
leading porn merchants.
Even Al Goldstein, publisher of Screw 
and the loveable slumlord of newspaper porn, 
goes purple when the talk turns to Screw’s 
competitors. “Fiction, fantasy, vulgar jerk-off 
junk,” he explains.
Goldstein, fat and Jewish, sits atop a 
yellow and ted throne, itself crowned by a 
tender pink phallus. A shotgun is tucked behind 
some drapes, presumably to ward off frenzied 
sex fiends who might have glimpsed Goldsteins’s 
nude body in last month’s Screw. Al espouses 
an elaborate logic for Screw. Screw is about 
porn. “When 1 peter-meter a sex film,’’ says
is sexist because it was created by men, for 
men. Its “male” appeal is crude fantasy 
and hopeless exaggeration.
“The female approach to erotica is much 
more authentic, less fantastic, less vulgar and 
less wishful thinking. The best new writers 
are women. The men are more up tight and 
unliberated. All men writers want to use pen 
names, but only a few women do,” says 
Girodias of Grove Press, who print most of 
New York’s paperback porn.
In the meantime, smut is either on the 
way out along with censorship, or about to 
stage a comeback, if there is a Victorian reaction 
to all the libidinous carryings on.
Reproduced in part from the 
VILLAGE VOICE 
November 1970
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Talked about who you know that’s smoked 
dope lately? Well then the chances are that 
both of you may be listed in a customs depart­
ment computer data bank, even if you don’t 
smoke the stuff. Such a listing assures you of an 
intensive search at any point of entry, and could 
even keep you from getting a job.
Don’t worry though, you have lots of 
company. Melbourne files alone have a 
quarter of a million names, and other 
states almost the 
same number. In­
formation comes 
primarily from 
informers and 
court records.
Though it 
is rumoured 
that in 
a zealous 
effort to 
fill their 
computer 
tapes, the 
customs 
department 
are letting 
all detected 
narcotics enter 
the country, 
and are then 
following 
the trail, 
amassing 
names and 
addresses along the 
way.
Each suspect listing con­
tains physical description, license 
numbers, aliases and a descriptio
description of the suspect’s 
car (if any). In addition, 
each file has provision for 
listing up to four “associates” , which is how 
you can get into the file even if you don’t 
smoke. Harrassment and search on entering and 
leaving the country is not as serious as the fact that 
you might not get a job from being in the listing.
In general, computer systems keep a log of 
who uses the data bank, and what they use. Thus 
if a file is misused, it is possible to get a list of 
everyone who used the file, and possibly 
isolate and prosecute the guilty person. The 
customs computer, however, has no such 
record of enquiries, so the police can use it
with impunity.
Thus, anyone who can pay can see your file.
But if you want to see 
your own file, you 
too will have to 
pay, because the 
customs 
department 
will not show it 
to you. In­
deed, they 
won’t even tell 
you if your 
name is in it.
The files are re­
ferred to by 
all public- 
service de­
partments, and 
you need not 
be a user, being 
a suspect is 
enough. How will 
employers, 
apart from the public 
service, get this in­
formation? 
Probably illegally.
Policemen who want to sell 
data should have no trouble 
getting it. The customs 
department will check individual referrals 
and queries, on a need to know basis, for 
other law agencies. Local policemen then, do
have access to the information and then do 
poorly keeping this sort of listing secret. Either 
intentionally or through sloppiness, the customs 
computer system is designed to protect those 
who hope to sell information.
without compromising its effectiveness.
Nor is it possible to restrict access. This data 
will be useful in combating crime only if it is 
readily available to policemen, narcotics agents 
and customs inspectors throughout the country. 
But it is possible to give a large number of 
people access to the data without compromising 
its confidentiality.
If law enforcement officials are to get the 
legal access they need, then prospective 
employers will get the illegal access they want — 
no computer system, no matter how sophisticated, 
can change that. Safeguards such as keeping 
records of data users can make it harder to misuse 
the data, but no safeguards can prevent data 
theft.
The choices are clear — if we are to use com­
puter data banks to cut down drug traffic, then 
we must sacrifice part of our freedom of 
association and right to privacy. People whose 
employers might object to their associating with 
drug suspects will simply have to refrain from 
such associations.
if you are on it. And if somehow you found out 
you were on the computer listing it wouldn’t do 
you any good, because you have no right to explain 
or rebut inaccurate material.
A prospective employer with information that you 
are a drug “suspect” would be unlikely (in the case 
of the public service, they won’t) confront you with 
it, as he got it illegally. Instead the job would sudden­
ly become unavailable, again giving you no oppor­
tunity to contest the report.
The Australian customs department computer 
bank is only a part of a vast proliferating, inter­
connected network of law enforcement computer 
systems. At the centre is the F.B.I. computer at the 
National Crime information centre in Washington, 
D.C., America. The F.B.I. computer is directly 
linked with 34 other computers in the States, and 
indirectly linked with those in other countries, such 
as Australia.
If you really are smuggling drugs and find out that 
you are a suspect, then you surely would take evasive 
action to make your capture more difficult; thus, allow­
ing people to see their files would make those files less 
useful to the police. So the system cannot be reviewed
CRASH HOT
THE DRUGGIE'S DELIGHT  
by Freakie Freda
ACROSS
1. Dealer in hard drugs 
4. Ancient form of high
7. What good druggies 
should never be
8. Usually used as intice- 
ment for hard drugs
9. Can be used in place of 
gear
10. Ancient Chinese 
checkers
H.Smokeable part of 
banana
12.What tolerance to hard 
drugs increases 
13.Synthetic smoke with 
a bang
15.Beyond the limit 
17.Wine and cocaine are 
two for grass 
20.Drug Squad's enemy 
22.Makes balloons high 
23.Sometimes found in 
bad acid
25 Part of psyche affected 
by drugs, according to 
Freud
26.Slang for heroin 
27.Taken from a joint 
while smoking
DOWN
1. To sell gear
2. Heavy user's hepatitis
3. Ingredient used with 
most stones
4. Blocked or intoxicated
5. What most heads hope 
the direction of their 
trip will be
6. Mental strides when 
stoned (slang)
11 .Three day trip
14.Sometimes used as 
pain killer
TAKE NOTE: Each crossword has specialised 
content, and is aimed at a topic of interest and 
concern for the REVOLUTION readers. This 
crossword is best performed when stoned.
15. What good hash should 
never be
16. User of hard drugs
17. Best answer to bad stone 
stone
18. Pep pill as opposed to 
tranquillizer
19 To loosen hash before 
rolling
21 .Tripper's description 
of a bad trip
24.Done to grass, usually 
with bad intent
Since no real recognition has ever been bestowed 
to the "wisest head on the block" (that we 
know of), an appropriate super duper prize is 
being offered to anyone stony enough to score 
100%. Send completed crossword and a stamped 
self-addressed envelope. Even if you don't 
qualify for THE prize, we'll send you a nice 
thing anyway. Send to: DS, 217 Canning St, 
Carlton, Victoria 3053.

G A Y  IS  
W H A T
Y 4H I  M A K E  I T
“I first saw homosexuality when I was on a houseboat in 
the Ganges. We were just living together and I just woke up 
one night and saw these two boys playing with each other. It 
was something I had never seen before. I was twenty-one.
It stunned me because I knew what these people must have 
been doing but they seemed such real people. They had helped 
me out the day before in getting me from the station to the 
place where I was staying. They seemed real people, human 
and friendly and not the stereotype that I had been used to.
“After a while I began to mingle with homosexuals and 
got attracted to one in particular. I ‘came out’, as the 
saying goes and actually got into bed with that person. I 
was terribly worried . . .  I thought about it and gradually got to 
like the people I was mixing with.
“I know I’m accepted as a person by everyone who doesn’t 
know I’m a homosexual. I don’t think it should make any 
difference at a l l . . .  It’s quite difficult to make the decision to 
tell people, because they all have these funny preconceived ideas; 
Most people, when you tell them, first of all don’t believe you 
because you don’t fit into that stereotype.”
This person is a member of 
Five, “an organisation of 
people interested in the accep­
tance of homosexuality within 
the community.” The organ­
isation was previously called 
Camp Inc in line with its 
Sydney and Brisbane branches, 
but it was felt that there was 
little point in meeting Vic­
torian conservatism head on. 
Their philosophy is quite 
simple: “If two men meet 
each other and feel an affec­
tion toward each other and 
want to express this physically, 
why shouldn’t they?”
At the moment, there are
many reasons why homosex­
uals feel they shouldn’t. The 
law of course is one reason 
why physical expressions of 
homosexuality are not obvious. 
It seems to make little dif­
ference to the actual frequency 
of homosexual acts. The 
most common charge that 
is used to arrest homosexuals 
is ‘loitering with intent’. The 
police apparently are not 
interested in what goes on in 
private homes as much as they 
are in what happens in the 
street. Persecution by law 
is not so much a daily harass­
ment, as a threat of what
could happen anytime. The 
only direct harassment 
from the law that Five receives 
is from the Department of 
Customs and Excise, who 
manage to confiscate much of 
their imported literature on 
the grounds of obscenity.
The law works against 
homosexuals more by not 
recognising the amount of 
homosexuality present in 
society, (there are 100,000 
homosexuals in Melbourne, 
alone), than by actively punish­
ing it. In Holland, where the 
laws have been liberalised in 
the past few years, people 
living together for five years 
are regarded as married and one 
can get a widow’s or widower’s 
pension or government housing 
on the same basis as married 
heterosexuals. The age of 
consent for homosexual acts 
is sixteen years, the same as 
heterosexuals (unlike Britain 
where homosexuals have to 
be twenty-one before express­
ing their feelings physically.) 
Compare this attitude with 
that of Australia, where 
physical homosexuality is pro­
hibited altogether.
The major factor weighing 
against homosexuals is the 
general ignorance of the public 
about homosexuality, and 
this ignorance and the many 
false beliefs are propagated
and reinforced by the straight 
press. Take a look at the 
religious columns, the psycho­
logists’ columns, the Dorothy 
Dix columns in the daily 
papers and the women’s 
weeklies and see just how 
many of them present attitudes 
of quiet ‘understanding’ of 
some readers’ ‘shame’. You 
can read all you want about 
‘successful cures’ or about the 
‘success’ former homosexuals 
have made of marriage, with 
children as positive ‘proof’ of 
their previous latent hetero­
sexuality. Too many people 
are ready to discuss the pro­
blem of homosexuality 
without admitting that it is 
a problem to society, rather 
than to homosexuals. The 
problem facing the homo­
sexual is not his or her homo­
sexuality, but society’s attitude 
towards it. However, this is 
far from clear to many homo­
sexuals who swallow the 
moralistic bullshit they Hear 
and engage in a hopeless 
struggle to alter their 
sexuality. Even those that 
do see what the problem is, 
are forced to build their own 
communities and organisa­
tions in order to retain their 
dignity and humanity. These 
sub-cultures tend not to be 
very stable or satisfying, be­
cause the people have come 
together only on the common 
ground of their sexual be­
haviour, which is only one 
part of their total personality. 
This is not to deny that Gay 
Lib and Camp Inc organisations
offer little to the homo­
sexual. They still offer far 
more than a double life in 
society does at present. But 
the point is that the problem 
of homosexuality cannot be 
solved by legalizing homosexual 
‘ghettoes’, but by the whole­
sale acceptance of homosexuals 
into society.
At the present time, homo­
sexuality is tolerated by 
society only within certain 
patterns of behaviour. If one 
male seeks the company of 
another for reasons of intel­
lectual stimulation or good 
rapport, he can only safely be 
in this person’s company in 
certain ways. He can drink 
with him at the pub, go to 
the football or races with him, 
or work on a car with him. If 
the relationship is homo 
SEXUAL rather than 
homosexual, then he plays 
sport with him—games that 
allow the two to touch each 
other.
The homosexual discovers 
that his patterns of forming 
relationships are carefully ob­
served as he moves from child­
hood to manhood. What was 
accepted relationship behaviour 
as a child is not, later in life, 
After all, I don’t remember 
Winnie the Pooh having any 
female friends hanging around 
Pooh corner—he most pro­
bably went on and formed a 
queer relationship with 
Piglet, which may be why you 
don’t hear much about him 
these days. The situation 
is unique in that most males 
have their closest intellectual
relationships with other males, 
yet are prohibited by condition­
ing from expressing their minds 
with their bodies. The ancient 
Greek practice of having 
romantic relationships between 
males and having the women to 
bear the children has not been 
discarded at all, merely a limit 
has been placed on the intensity 
of the males’ relationships.
The important question is, 
why does homosexuality, which 
is a small part of the total 
human make-up and only 
one of the possible outcomes of 
human sexual development.
frighten and antagonize so 
many people? An antagonism 
which only serves to make a 
homosexual’s sexuality an 
exaggerated part of his make-up. 
A Harris poll conducted in the 
U.S. in 1969 indicated that 
63% of the people considered 
homosexuals harmful to Ameri­
can life. What feeds this 
majority opinion is the homo­
sexual’s unwillingness to come 
out into the open ahd allow 
more people to see what true 
homosexuals are like. But 
because most of them can 
‘pass for white’ they prefer to 
keep their sexuality secret.
Other minority groups have 
begun their fight against 
oppression sooner because it 
is more difficult to hide the 
minority trait that is the cause 
of their oppression. So society 
only sees the homosexuals that 
come out in the open or are 
forced out. We easily spot 
the mincing drag queen and the 
bull dyke, and we read about the 
arrested pedevast. Obviously 
some homosexuals fit these 
patterns either naturally 
or they believe that this is the 
way homosexuals act. It is 
interesting that both these 
extremes in the homosexual 
world imitate the worst 
characteristics associated 
with each sex. Homosexuals 
are as easily duped into 
believing the strict and false 
roles of each sex as hetero­
sexuals are. These homosex­
uals then act out the char­
acteristics of the opposite sex 
which they see approved by 
society. The male extreme 
spends a lot of time on 
grooming, plays ‘helpless’ and 
giggles a lot. The female 
extreme acts overly aggressive, 
insensitive and domineering. 
What is wrong here is not 
that homosexuals are imitating 
the characteristics of the 
wrong sex, but that they are 
imitating characteristics that 
are wrong and false in them­
selves, no matter who has them.
However, it is not true 
that most homosexuals are 
like this, just as it is not true 
that as soon as two male homo­
sexuals get together, they 
screw each other. For the 
majority, being a homosexual 
means that they fall in love 
with one of their own sex and 
they play the same ego and sex 
games that heterosexuals do 
when trying to find a suitable 
mate. The incidence of casual 
screws is probably higher than 
for heterosexuals—a not so sur­
prising thing when one considers 
the extra defence mechan­
isms the homosexual must have 
to keep his emotions fairly 
stable.
The most subtle problem 
(is there no end to them?) is the 
one of language. While most 
people are aware that ‘.homo­
sexuality’ refers to both male 
and female relationships, few 
realize that it is still only a 
description of any sort of 
feeling towards a member of 
your sex. An intellectual’ 
relationship with someone of 
the same sex is a homosexual 
one. What appears to be 
true is that older people have 
a much more strict idea of 
what is homosexual and what 
is not, and for them homosex­
uality seems to begin some­
where between intellectual 
rapport and affection. What 
is needed is a wholesale 
awareness that all of us are 
homosexual to varying degrees, 
just as all of us approach the 
stereotype male or female 
sex roles in varying degrees. 
Then, perhaps people can 
overcome the paranoia that 
allows them to speak to 
members of the same sex, but 
not to touch them. A para­
noia that makes them search 
for a ‘cure’ when they 
begin to want to touch 
someone they care for—and 
a paranoia that makes them 
forget that they have to be 
sick to be cured.
Jules Lewicki
KIDS SPEAK
The following is taken from a questionnaire given to 
a third form class in a Melbourne High School. The 
questionnaire was headed “Your own opinion”, 
and had on it 17 questions covering ambition, money, 
careers, schools, hobbies and the four chosen.
The answers given to the following questions are 
fairly indicative of most.
And the grammar is just as it appears on the question­
naire.
Q. What do you think of the anti-war move­
ment?
I think that the people who protest about 
being made to go to war should be made to 
understand that if they don’t let anyone go 
to war it would be overpopulated and a big­
ger war would probably start up.
I think it is a good thing because why should 
we have to go to war we didn’t start the war 
so why should we have to fight.
Good because its nice to know that a least 
someone cares and are doing something against 
it.
I thing that the antiwar scene is good idea be­
cause it show what the people of the young 
generation feel about the war and the young 
people who are called up to fight in a war that 
they don’t believe in.
I think that the soldiers should stay in Vietnam 
becaus if anothe world war starts out they would 
help us but I do see that war is not needed.
I wish there was not war and peace all over the 
world.
Q- What do you think of the Pop Scene?
hippies like to see the pop scenes because it 
help them to relax and thay like to sing their 
songs.
It is all right but there are to much crime and 
drug taking with the younger set. The groups 
and singers are fantastic and I like listening to 
them. All in all I think the Pop scene is allright.
I do not like the pop scene becauses all they do 
is sing pop music. And they have long hair which 
most people dont like. Because I have seen it.
I like the pop scene because there is a lot of 
action in it and there is also a lot of good songs 
and very good singers in it.
I thing that politics is a good idea if they kept 
their promises when their elected.
I think it is a lot of stuped rubish.
Q- What do you think of people who have different 
opinions than you?
I think that this is alright about diffent opinions 
because people have the right to think different.
That they have there opinions and I have mine.
Good luck to them.
I thing they are in tied to the own opinions about 
thing than I have.
I do not mind, if every one had the same opinion 
the world would be to dull.
They keep their opinions to their seifs.
It is a place were drugs are sold to young people 
and it starts some young people who have never 
taken drugs befor to start taken them more 
frequently.
Its all right beside the young fools who take 
drugs and go about it foolishly.
I think that the pop scene is good because it 
understands the young people and old and many
What do you think of Politics?
I think politics is alright because there makings 
things for you to live in a much more better 
world.
I do not know enough about it to comment.
Allright I suppose because there doing something 
to make a better world to live in.
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GROUP 1
Of concern lo them, thus 
the subjects for imprint­
ing Group II children 
(born 1914 — ages 1 lo 7 
through 1921): The Mex­
ican R evolution with  
Pancho Villa, Gen. Per­
shing in pursuit; Amund­
sen reached North Pole, 
Scott reached South Pole. 
First transcontinental air­
plane flight. S.S. Titanic 
sank. Chinese revolution 
under Sun Yat-sen over­
threw Manchu dynasty. 
Income tax authorized. 
Panama canal opened. 
World War I. The I.W. 
W . P roh ib ition  law  
passed. The Russian Rev­
olution began. An influ­
enza epidemic killed 20 
million people, including
548,000 Americans. In the 
years while their children 
were growing up they 
talked much about the 
war, AmericaVrole in it«
and their own parts. They 
did this while plaving 
"500” and Mah Jong 
while the kids (Group II) 
"slept” on the davbeds 
and drank it* all in.
Born, circa 1896. Now in 
their 70*s. They serve, if 
they are not retired, as 
chairman of the board of 
the world s largest corpor­
ations: as members of the 
Board of Regents of the 
largest universities; as 
heads of the most influen­
tial committees in Con­
gress and the Senate; as 
publishers and owners of 
the mass media. These are 
tke tribal elders, sitting in 
our society s long house. 
They may not be influ­
ential much longer, but 
while they are. they create 
the stage setting in which 
The Movement does its 
thing.
WHAT KIND 
OF A WORLD 
WAS IT? (1896)
U.S. population: 66,970,- 
000. Gross national prod­
uct: $13.6 billion. Price 
index: 46 (1929-100). No. 
of motor vehicles: Nil. 
No. of telephones: 404,- 
000—5.7 per 1,000 popu­
lation. No. of radio sets: 
Nil. No. of television sets: 
Nil. P roductiv ity  per 
man hour—49.5 (1929— 
100). Power input—65,- 
045,000 horsepower.
WHAT THEY BELIEVED:
There was never any ques­
tion  as to w h o  held  a u ­
thority :  the paren ts  did. 
O ld  folks knew w hat was 
going on. W h a t  was go­
ing on that w as of concern 
to the  p a r e n ts  w as  the 
S p a n i s h -A m e r ic a n  war, 
the South  A frican (Boer)
war, the Filipino war. the 
Boxer rebellion in China, 
th e  C u b a n  R e v o lu t io n ,  
a n d  the a ssass in a tio n  of 
P r e s id e n t  W i l l i a m  M c ­
Kinley. Stirring times; not 
unlike our own.
BY THE TIME 
THEY WERE 18:
T h e  stars in their galaxy 
w e re  S a r a  B e r n h a r d t ,  
F lorenz Ziegfeld and  R u ­
dolph V alentino. T he  big 
p ic tu re s  w e re  B en  H u r  
(190/,  in 16 scenes). Q u o  
V ad is  (1913) an d  Birth 
of a N a tion  (1914). T he  
first time they heard  sound 
with a motion picture was
in D on  Ju an  (1926). T he
cartoons they read in their 
n e w s p a p e r s  w e re  L i t t le  
Nemo. O ld  D oc Yak, and  
Col. H  eeza Liar. P opu la r  
cartoons with more pol­
ished^ t e c h n iq u e s  w ere  
T h e  Katzcnjam m er Kids. 
Krazv Kat and  M utt  and  
Jeff.
GROUP 2:
Now in th e ir  m id-50’s 
These are, fo r the most 
part, the people who are in 
charge of industry, busi­
ness, finance, government, 
education, the church and 
the mass media. This is, in  
short, The Establishment. 
The Establishment may be 
defined as people who have 
the same backgrounds, 
share the same inputs and 
imprints, hold pretty much 
the same views. This gen­
eration went through two 
S o m e  o th e r  o f  G ro u p  
ID s in p u t s :  Steinbeck's 
“ The Grapes of W rath”
(1940) , whose message, 30 
years later, is just coming 
across. Academy Awards: 
Jam es Stew art ir» “ The 
P h ifa d e lp h ia  S to ry ” ; 
Ginger Rogers in “ Kitty 
Foyle.” Best picture: “ Re­
becca.’’ The Kentucky Der­
by winner was Gallahadi- 
on; the Heisman Trophy 
winner was Tom Harmon 
of Michigan; the Chicago 
Bears won the N. F. L. 
championship, and, almost 
incidentally, Franklin Del­
ano Roosevelt and Wendell 
Wilkie were the presiden­
tial aspirants. Wilkie's slo 
gan of “One World'’ fell on 
deaf ears. But Group III 
would hear it loud and 
strong.
Group 2's imprints large­
ly consisted of the wave of 
nationalism and pride that 
followed America's partic­
ipation in World War I.
traum atic episodes: The 
Depression (they were in 
their late teens, early 20's 
then) and World War II 
(they  were still young 
enough to f ig h t) . Both 
events profoundly in flu ­
ence their decisions to­
day. It is against this age 
group that The Children of 
Change have mounted their 
offensive.
Their inputs included 
the automobile ( which in­
creased mobility, privacy 
and sexual freedom >. the 
radio (which broke down 
provincial restraints on in­
form ation ) ;,most of all 
The Depression: and some 
kind of participation  in 
World War II. The “set" of 
their times was strongly ec­
onomic (just finding a job 
and making a living was 
difficult and increasingly
militant)
The Saturday Erenini* 
Post furnished much of the 
input for non-intellec tuals:
“Tugboat Annie.** “Tutt & 
Mr. T u tt.” “ A lexander 
Botts and the Earth-worm 
Tractor Co..” Chief Engi­
neer Glencannon and the 
S. >\ Inchcliffe Castle. The 
net effect was reinforce­
ment of the American my­
thology. Mom's Apple Pie 
and cigar-smoking mon­
keys were visual inputs. In 
retrospect, an old timey 
sort of world. It was shat­
tered one morning at Pearl 
H arbor and for the first 
time G roup II became 
aw are .of an Asia that 
wasn't based on the lyric's 
of The Mikado. The experi­
ence was traumatic. Croup 
II never recovered; the 
“ Cold War” was part of 
the result. Someplace in 
there, a Bomb went off. It 
was Group I I s l>omb.
W HAT KIND  
OF A WORLD  
WAS IT? (1924)
t > . V6HM I.ATION : 111,- 
113,000. CROSS NATION\l. 
PRODt r.T : 87.0  b i l l i o n .  
PRICK INDIA 00 « 1020 
100 ». NO. OK MOTOR \ K- 
IIICI.KS 7,012,040. NO. OK 
TK CKPII ON l> 10,1 >73,( M M)
130.7 p e r 1000 p o p u la ­
tion. NO.OK K XMlI.IKs o\\ N- 
INC RADIO sKis4: 1,230,1 MMl. 
NO. OK K %MII.IK.s OWNING 
TKCK.\|s|ON s K T s Ni l .  
I'RODI CTIMT> PKR M A N -
flOt R 01.7 * 1020 loo i . 
POWKR INPUT 430,000.- 
000 horsepow er.
WHAT THEY
BELIEVED:
[ W e l l ,  a m o n g  o t h e r  
tilings, th a t A m erica had 
the  answ ers to alm ost ev­
e ry th in g . If o th e r people 
w o u ld  ju s t  l is te n . T h is  
lwas abou t To com e un* 
raveled in 1030 and 1042, 
hu t they had no way of 
know ing that then . W hat 
d o n 't we know now ?
children of change
GROUP III 
INPUTS:
Radio and Saturday after­
noon matinees constituted 
most of the educational in­
put for this group. Roy
Rogers, Gene Autry, Hop- 
along Cassidy and the Cisco 
Kid were film heroes. The 
cowboy image, as created by 
Hollywood script writers, 
was very strong. It was re­
flected in the choice of Gary 
Cooper in ‘High Noon” 
for an Academy award 
(1953). Television did not 
significantly influence this 
group (the first continental 
broadcast was in 1951). 
The Korean War and the 
prospects of military service 
did. The Bomb, and then 
the B igger Bomb, the 
ICBM’s, the Cold War, the 
McCarthy hearings were all 
realities for teen-age minds. 
Comic books formed the 
basis of the fantasies of 
many youngsters; the ’good- 
guy,” "bad guy” mythology 
of the parents was rein- 
forced.There was little pub­
lic questioning of the values 
of the American society,
either in the schools or out 
of them. The mass move­
ment of the more affluent 
out of the cities and into the 
suburbs created little en­
claves of people of the same 
race, same age group, same 
economic and educational 
background. Isolation and 
alienation had begun, and it 
mostly affected Group III. 
The heroes were Wylie 
Post, Will Rogers, Ame­
lia Earhart, Lou Gehrig, 
Schoolboy Roe. Every­
thing fiercely patriotic: 
Fourth of July type pa­
rades, chromed helmets 
flashing in the sun; pic­
nics in the  park; flags 
waving. A nother world, 
another time. Gone now.
WHAT KIND 
OF A WORLD 
WAS IT?
( 1 9 3 5 )
u.s. p o p u l a t i o n : 133,402,- 
000. GROSS NATIONAL PROD­
UCT: $125.8 b illio n , p r ic e  
in d e x : 91 (1929-100). n o . 
o f  m o t o r  v e h ic l e s : 34 ,- 
849,134. n o . o f  t e l e ­
p h o n e s : 23,521,000 <175 
p e r  1 ,000  p o p u la t io n ) ,  n o .
OF FAMILIES OWNJNG RADIO
s e t s : 29,300,000. m o . o f
FAMILIES OWNING TELEVI­
SION SETS: Nil. PRODUCTIV­
ITY PER MAN-HOUR 1 134.6 
(1929-100). POWER INPUT,
2,759,018,000 horsepower.
GROUP 3 IMPRINTS.....
Their parents were still (in 
1935) caught up in the De­
pression. Largely pre-occu- 
pied with jobs, money, 
acquisition of material ob­
jects. Things were getting a 
little better, largely due to 
war contracts around the 
world. Conflicts in Moroc­
co, Ethiopia, Spain, China 
and in Western Europe 
crea ted  a dem and fo r 
American goods, particu­
larly iron and oil. The par­
ents (Group II) had by
now largely romanticized 
America’s role in World 
War I. Even so, a strong 
isolationist feelin g  per­
sisted; not to get “involved” 
again. But involvement in­
creased. The parents talked 
about the loss of Amelia 
Earhart; sinking of the U.S. 
gunboat Pansy by the Jap­
anese; nationalization of 
the Mexican oil industry; 
the world’s first surviving 
quintuplets; the killing of 
John Dillinger; the New  
York World’s Fair. Paren­
tal emphasis was still on 
thrift and saving. During 
Group Ill’s early lives, tin 
foil and aluminum foil, 
grease and paper were 
s a v e d .  A l t h o u g h  the  
“enemy” did not have any 
aircraft capable of flying 
either the Pacific or the At­
lantic, children were in­
structed in air-raid proce­
dures and coastal cities 
were blacked out.
GROUP 4 
INPUTS:
This was the first TV gen­
eration. TV began trans­
continental broadcasting in 
September, 1951. By the 
time Group IV was of kin­
dergarten age, there a l­
ready were 33,269,000 sets 
in use. The TV set took 
over the role of babysitter, 
mother, father and teacher. 
The mythologies that had 
earlier been transmitted by 
paren ts to children, on 
radio, and through comic 
books and school texts, now 
were reinforced on the TV 
screen. There was one .im­
portant difference — in its 
direct broadcasts of news 
coverage, and in some of its 
documentaries — the expe­
rience was not “edited."
With minor exceptions this 
became the first mass me­
dium that “told it like it is.” 
Not always, of course, but 
often enough to* impress 
young minds. It uas  one 
world. It was also highly 
fantasized, through re-runs 
of old movies; through com­
mercials. But some of it 
was “real*’ and it was nou. 
What was taught in school 
appeared to some so irrele­
vant that they wondered 
why one attended class at 
all. Some didn't. Some of 
the latter set out to chang 
a system TV had made 
irrelevant.
WHAT KIND 
OF A WORLD 
WAS IT?
( 1 9 5 3 )
U.S. p o p u l a t io n : 159,636,-
000. GROSS NATIONAL PROD­
UCT: $365.4 billion. PRICE 
INDEX: 170 (1929-100). NO. 
OP MOTOR VEHICLES: 56,- 
221,089. N O. OP T E L E ­
PHONES: 50,373,000 (312.7 
per 1,000 pop.). NO. OF 
FAMILIES OWNING RADIO
SETS: 44.800.000. n o . o f
SION s e t s : 20.400,000. 
DUCTIVITY PER MAN-H 
190.9 (1929—100). POWER 
INPUT: 5,726,886,000 horse­
power.
GROUP 4 
IMPRINTS:
Parents  and grandparent* 
had  su rv iv e d  two W orld  
W ars and T h e  Depression. 
T hey  were enjoying a new 
a f f lu e n c e  b ro u g h t  ab ou t
fain* 
g in 
ogy. T h e  
was still
money but in[ a different 
context: not whether there 
was any. hut how best to 
s p e n d  it.
T he ir  entire experience has 
b e e n  in  t h e  A ge  of th e  
Bomb, television, the war in 
V ie tnam , space  satellites , 
nuclear energy, jet t ra n s ­
p o r t .  econom ic  a f f lu en ce ,  
com pu te r ized  technology, 
urban dissolution, suburban
order  d om ina ted  th rough  
ins t i tu tions,  by G ro u p  II 
leaders ,  in th e  form  of a 
m i 1 i ta r v - industrial com piex 
of political and  economic 
forces for which they did 
not vote and in which they 
have no voice. T he  educa­
tional system appears  to be 
largely intended to furnish 
more leaders for The  E s ­
tablishment.' World W ar I. 
T h e  D e p r e s s i o n .  W o r ld  
W a x ’l l ,  the K orean W ar 
a re  dim historical m em o ­
r ie s .  N e a r l y  e v e r y t h i n g  
they  a re  tau g h t  in school 
a p p e a rs  ir re levan t  to the 
world in which they  find 
themselves. W hen they try 
to change  “ T h e  System , 
they find themselves con­
fronted by “T he  Establish­
ment. Some of them keep 
trying. Some of them drop 
out. S o m e  of th e m  d o n ’t 
care. Because of television, 
tfvis probably is the best ed ­
ucated. most aware genera­
tion in the history of any 
ivilization. It knows it will 
inherit “T he  System .” The 
question it asks is whether 
it wants to.
OTHER CROUP 4 INPUTS?
T he transistorized, minia­
turized radio took informa­
tion out of the living room 
and into the relative pri­
vacy of city streets and the 
i n te r io r s  of autom obiles*  
Starting ip the mid 1950‘s 
there was a wave of new in ­
puts It poured through the 
interstices of the Group II 
parents For most of Group 
IV it was just another form 
o fen ter ta in m en t-n o t un 
.l ikeG uy Lombardo or I-aw- 
. rent e Welk for their par 
e n ts  T o  som e, th e  new  
sound and the new sijtht 
were signals for a revolu­
t io n  It was a revolution  
based on electronic technol­
ogy It fed on information; 
songs of protest, non-fil* 
tered words and images. 
And not the type likely to 
he found in the classroom  
The revolution begins here.
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This article is dedicated to the proposi­
tion that eating “ Health Foods” doesn’t 
have to be a long series o f meals suf­
fered through because it is “good for 
you” . Some people may disagree with 
me, saying that tomatoes are too 
acidic, or that middle eastern flatbread 
probably has preservatives and is made 
from white flour, but I figure that 
there is no point in living longer due to 
health foods if each meal is an agony to 
eat. I have tried to find a happy 
medium that makes me feel good and 
tastes good too.
This is a variation on a classic Mexican 
dish, called Tostadas (pronounced tow- 
stah-dass), or often called Burritos.
It is usually made with meat, but I 
find it just as good without. And you 
feel so good when you are through 
eating, not weighted down, like I tend 
to feel after a heavy meat meal. I 
must explain that when I cook I don’t , ;^  
use measuring utensils, so I must
Tostadas are usually 
tortillas, which are 
o f “bread”  made of 
water, and lime juic 
been unsuccessful in 
Australia. I tried mal 
tortillas once, but it 
failure. They should oe sort, so 
they roll up, like .middle eastern 
flatbread, but mine turned Out hard 
and broke instead of rolling. If 
anyone “ out there” knows how to 
make tortillas I would really dig it if 
you could send me the recipe c/o 
Revolution, 17 Drummond Street, 
Carlton. 3053.
Guacamole
2 ripe avacados 
1 small brown onion (minced)
Juice o f 1 or 2 lemons (depending on 
how tangy you like your guacamole) 
salt to taste
pickapeppa sauce (or tobasco or chile 
powder) to taste
sm&sh the avacados with a fork. Then 
add the minced onion and lemon 
juice and salt and hot sauce.
Refritos
1 cup brown beans (often called 
barlotti)
2 cups water
2 medium brown onions (chopped)
4 or 5 dives* of garlic (minced)
1 pinch basil 
1 pinch oregano
1 pinch rosemary
2 pinches thyme
V2 teaspoon pepper 
lA  teaspoon cumin
Put all o f these ingredients in a sauce­
pan. Make sure the pan is large enough 
to accommodate the expansion o f the 
beans. Let the mixture simmer until 
the beans are soft and smash 
easily with a fork. This should take 3 
to 5 hours, depending on the beans 
you use. It may take more water, just 
keep adding water, about V2 cup at a 
time, to keep the beans covered.
When the beans are soft, add: chile 
powder or Tobasco Sauce or Picka- 
peppa Sauce (my favourite) until it 
ia P ^ h o t  as you can stand.Mm
»oy sauce to taste (you can use salt, 
t $oy sauce gives the beans a
y flavour, which I find 
enjoyable. Also soy sauce has addition- 
d  prbitihs.
Serve hot
CYNTHIA
Tostadas
Buy some middle eastern flatbread 
and carefully peel the bread into two 
layers. Take one layer and spread the 
refritos thinly in a strip across the 
center. Then spread the guacamole in 
the same way. Then add chunks of 
tomatoes, grated mild cheese, chopped 
spring onions, and chopped lettuce.
Be sure not to put too much refritos or 
guacamole in when you start, as it will 
soon become too full to roll up. Then
roll it up like shishkebobs and eat it 
(obviously). This is a rather messy 
thing to eat, so be sure to have plenty 
of serviettes around, or even a warm 
washcloth.
The
Emperor’s
New
Clothes
by Pat Maxwell
Men write the script, design the costumes, 
and direct the play. A female role is just as 
clearly a male creation as is a male role. Unmask 
Marilyn Monroe and you will find Arthur Miller 
in drag. It’s as cliche as two sides of a coin. 
Charles Atlas was created out of the aggressive 
feelings, and the bathing beauty was created out 
of the receptive feelings of the same male 
chauvinist.
Most men project their desires to be re­
ceptive on women. Due to the oppressive nature 
of the female role in this society, a straight man 
can freely pretend to be Charley Hardon when 
he feels assertive, but when he feels receptive, 
he must project his own desires to have big 
boobs and a friendly cunt on his female compan­
ion. I believe that men live out these desires 
by using women as their “dolls.” Aphrodite 
sprang out of Zeus’ head, Eve was born from 
Adam’s rib, the frog magically became a beautiful 
princess — man’s transexual fantasies are endless. 
Only the transexual man takes the responsibility 
for his own fantasy and becomes a “woman.”
Under stress, some males’ desire to be re­
ceptive becomes too great to be denied or 
projected, and they flip. Heads I win, tails you 
lose, the king becomes a queen. Only a man 
can be a woman! The queen comes from man’s 
affirmation of his “woman” role, and not, as 
popularly stated, from his scorn for a 
real woman. When a man becomes a woman, he 
feels the total weight of oppression that the 
male chauvinist dumps on us as women. If 
you don’t believe me, ask a queen out to 
lunch.
At this time, roles are not clearly 
understood and we need to fully explore the way 
that we use roles, and the ways that roles use 
us. Much is said about oppressive roles. But
is a role freely chosen the same as a role which 
is imposed upon us from above? The game 
of role playing seems to be popular among 
children. Ask Peanuts. We express our inner 
personality through our outer appearance.
Look in the mirror. Ain’t that so Mr. Revolution­
ary? Does a hip Venceremos Brigadeer look 
like Che or does he not? The female role is 
a man’s expression or affirmation of another 
side of his nature. Let the sunshine through.
Men are more reluctant to discuss roles 
than women. PErhaps the fact that little girls 
were not able to dress in the costumes of the 
opposite sex and little boys were not indicates 
the extent of the pressures which have caused 
this male uptightedness. I believe all children 
have a desire to try out every conceivable 
role around. Anyway I did. Since I wished 
to try out both sex roles, I’m assuming that 
so did my brother. My sister sometimes was 
a sailor, sometimes I was a cowboy, but 
never did I see my brother in a dress! What’s 
it all about Alfie?
How many males could tell you, but 
won’t — or would tell you but can’t — that 
one and only time they put on mother’s high 
heels? Ask Alfie’s father. The straight father’s 
scorn and ridicule for women is clearly ex­
pressed when a boy tries to be a girl. Jerry 
Rubin and Abbie Hoffman, hippie and yippie, 
why did you dress in all those costumes,
Indian drag, police drag, Uncle Sam drag, and 
never once cross the sex role boundary? You 
came so close to the point, and then you 
petered out. Just couldn’t keep it up, 
hippie brother.
When a man in our society grows his 
hair long, puts on a dress, and walks among 
us, she is in effect giving up his male privilege.
She is not oppressing women, she is threatening 
men! The queen is the lavender menace to 
the male chauvinist. When every man is able 
to cross the sex role boundary, then and only 
then will women cease to be sex objects.
The Gay Liberation movement should affirm 
and not deny the transexual in us all. Queens 
are in the vanguard of the sexual revolution.
Come out now and avoid the rush!
Editor’s Note: The articles by Pat Maxwell 
and Christine Diachishin are both reprints 
from COME OUT! magazine, published in 
Sept.-Oct.1970 by the Gay Liberation Front 
of New York City.
Sexual
Liberation
by Christine Diachishin
Although I have been in Women’s 
Liberation for over a year now, my first reaction 
to Gay Liberation was not very liberated at all. 
I’m embarrassed to admit that my first response 
to learning that a good friend of mine had 
come out was a very “proper” , culturally 
conditioned one. “Oh well, I know she’s 
slept with men, so she’s really only bisexual... 
maybe this is just a passing phase....”
My first panicky thoughts were cut off 
abruptly once and for all by the second response. 
This was the firm conviction, strengthened by 
many years of liberalism and most recently by 
radicalism, that every person has the right 
to conduct his or her sexual life the way he or 
she wants to.
Having decided what I thought of my 
friend’s gay-ness, I could have generalized this 
attitude to cover all other gay people and 
neatly dismissed Gay Lib from my thoughts.
Gay Lib could have become something 
touching other people, but never involving me. 
But the more I read and thought about it, the 
more 1 realized that Gay Lib speaks to all 
women who work closely together, have 
affection for each other and enjoy each other’s 
company. Which means, of course, that Gay 
Lib speaks directly to Women’s Lib.
Gay Lib is reassuring because it tells me 
not to be up tight about feelings of love I have 
for my sisters. I t’s a relief to admit, without 
shame or fear, that I am physically attracted 
to women I know and love in other ways. Even 
if I never actually enter a sexual relationship 
with another woman, Gay Lib has helped clear 
my mind of old worries and doubts. Those 
feelings of love are a natural and beautiful 
outcome of working, planning, sharing and 
struggling together for our liberation.
Women’s Lib already has a radical analysis 
of our political situation. Let us be equally 
fearless and radical when examining our own 
personal feelings and lives.


“SYRIUS: HUNGARY’S TOP BAND’ You 
can see this on any billboard around town. 
Not necessarily top billing, but always high up 
on the list. Other than this, no one really 
seems to take any undue notice of the 
fact that one of Europe’s best bands is 
playing here. (For instance, Michael Raduly 
was voted best soloist at the 1970 Montreux 
Jazz Festival before he joined Syrius, and won 
a scholarship to the Berkeley School of 
Music.) But not only are they playing here, 
they are living here, with the full knowledge 
and consent of both governments.
Perhaps it’s their appearance that enables 
them to fit so unobtrusively into the 
local scene. Five guys with long hair and 
well worn jeans, looking little different 
from a thousand other musos in a 
hundred discos around the country. But 
in one way their appearance is all the more 
remarkable, since we have all been led to 
believe that communists countries tolerate 
neither pop music nor long hair.
But when you hear their music you know 
they are different. They are good. They 
are all trained musicians, they all play 
more than one instrument, they can all 
read music, a rare accomplishment in 
Australia. Their music is not so much 
pop or popular as ‘pop-orientated’ with a 
strong jazz influence. Which is why, while 
they get good bookings, they do not attract 
hoards of fans or cause headline stirs.
Their best audiences are university crowds and 
other musos, people who can appreciate 
what they are doing. Not that they them­
selves are elitist, hardcore jazz fanatics. They 
can take a Beatles number, a Led Zeppelin 
number or any other familiar piece, and do 
the most amazing arrangements, jazz solos 
and other fairly intricate things, and still not 
lose the essential ‘pop’ feel of the song.
Syrius came to Australia because it was 
far away and sounded like a good place.
To non-English speaking Europe, any 
English speaking country must be where it
is all at. Their ultimate aim is to go to 
England and then to America. “A musician 
has to go to America sometime in his 
life.” Australia seemed like a good place 
to get to learn English and make contacts.
Which it has been; they have made contacts 
with the pop scene in England and had 
offers of contracts to go there. They are 
making an LP here. And by force of 
necessity (with the help of friends and 
grammar books) they are becoming quite 
fluent in the foreign language. But they 
have also learnt just how far away 
Australia really is. They have not found 
much here.to influence or change their 
music. They have been thrown back on 
themselves because of the language and 
because of the insularity of the scene here.
The main mucical advantage of their 
stay here has been to make the band really 
tight and together.
They seem surprisingly stable, person­
ality-wise, in a country where ego-hassles 
cause groups to break up and reform like 
flotsam on the Bay. Syrius have been 
together since 1968, except for Michael 
who joined in 1970.
There don’t seem to be many hassles 
among them (though it is difficult to 
tell of course.) One thing yoq notice 
straight away is a sort of innate modesty, 
a humbleness together with a personal 
integrity which allows them to admit the 
good points of other bands without 
feeling that thereby they belittle them­
selves. There is none of the aggressive 
reaction to the ‘cultural cringe’ that you 
find in so many Australian artists in all 
fields, that to admit another artist is good 
is in some way an admission that you 
yourself are less than that. (An attitude 
that severly restricts Australian musicians 
from progressing through external influence 
and interplay of ideas.)
Syrius have felt the scene here dominated by 
bum promoters (particularly they mention 
Fairlight) and a tendency to make a fast 
buck. Bands and musicians come and go, 
they are young, their audience even younger. 
Too many end up as clerks by the age 
of 25, their musical career nothing but a 
passing phase. Even though the eldest 
member of Syrius is 26, they feel middle- 
aged compared to the average band here.
In Europe and England, music is taken ser­
iously whatever its label, the competition 
is so fierce that you are quite mature before 
you make it. They mention Mayall, Clapton 
and numerous other musicians, both jazz_____
and pop, who are in their 30’s or older.
Here there are no cultural roots to guide 
musicians in their styles and techniques.
There is little music for music’s sake. As 
Jackie says, “Music here is all commercial.” 
They have noticed a lack of communication 
among musos, no real jams (“Always 12 
bar blues.” ), petty rivalries and ego trips 
preventing projects by musicians to just 
play music, no clubs or venues for that 
purpose. Of course, they admit they 
have been limited in their ability to 
communicate with other misicians by the 
language barrier and because everyone works 
at the same time. When they’re not working, 
they’re rehearsing, arranging, or just 
too plain buggered to do anything.
In Europe, individual jobs are better paid 
so you only do one or two a week— not 
three a night like here-and you have more 
time to do other, more constructive things, 
believe. This lack of population means 
that promoters will gain nothing by having 
more than one big name band at a concert 
and so fill in with others less well known at 
cheap rates, paying the other band often 
four times as much. Elsewhere, to have a 
lineup of three big name bands is to triple 
your takings.
The ABC is also doing some good work in 
allowing groups time on decent television 
shows such as GTK and OPUS 71. Arch 
Mackirdy introduced Syrius to the ABC, 
and since then they have done quite a lot of 
work. “Good money and good PR.”
The presence of Syrius in Australia, un­
heralded and largely unnoticed, points up 
all that is wrong with the scene here. By the 
time they leave, probably they will have built 
up quite a following. But by then it will be too 
late. They will go, and their absence (as 
their presence) will leave little more than 
a ripple on the surface of the millpond. We 
excuse our backwardness by our isolation, 
and then when the real thing appears in our 
midst, we can’t even recognise it. A people 
get the government and the music they 
deserve.
Australia isn’t all bad, there is hope. They 
realise that with such a small population, 
good papers like REVOLUTION can only 
sell 10,000 here, when they could sell
100,000 elsewhere. And so it is difficult 
to get anything going. Time and increased 
population will help, they optomistically
POSTSCRIPT: Recently Syrius had all their 
equipment and their van stolen. They 
went right on and appeared at all their 
scheduled jobs.
records
ED SANDERS - SANDERS 
TRUCKSTOP REPRISE 6374
Remember the good old days. 
Rolling queers in Caulfield Park 
and the Treasure Gardens?
Hide and seek in the public 
lavatories. Stomping cats 
in the lane outside Maisies.
Nice warm glows eh? Well here 
is a real shitkicking slicked 
back collection of redneck ditties 
that will make your ears curl 
with nostalgia. There is no long 
haired, bell bottom poof stuff 
here. It is just the sort o f thing 
you lay on your mates when they 
rrong rouna with a dozen coldies.
The fun starts with The Illiad, 
a cautionary tale about one 
Johnny Pissoff, a well known 
regular at the Pieteria several 
years back. They should 
release this one as a single.
It would be a juke box staple 
from Dandenong to Talbingo.
There is a cute little piece o f 
sawdust sentimentality in 
They’re cutting my coffin 
at the Sawmill. If you are 
looking for the alley you will 
find a particularly sleazy one 
in Homesick Blues. The fiddle 
and banjo are straight out o f a 
Heinz can. Another instant
grabber is Jimmy Joe, the hippy- illy boy. He comes to a very 
sticky end, which befits a long 
haired lout from the Ozarks.
If you like your burgers plain 
ana your hair greasy, Breadtray 
Mountain will oe your bag. It’s 
like a cold can after a hot dog.
It is good to see a God-fearing 
clean-cut boy like Ed make it. 
What with all these long haired
Pinko faggots marching in the 
streets you begin to wonder 
what’s become o f good old 
American values like the ham­
burger and coon baiting. I 
would like to see Ed play at 
one o f those chickenshit Peace 
rock festivals. He would really 
show those day glo faggots 
how to play honest to goodness 
American music. Helping Ed 
out on his first solo venture 
are the oiliest bunch of sound 
booth okies gathered in one 
room since Merle Haggard cut 
Mama Tried. Bill Keiths steel 
and banjo picking is especially 
belchy ana when Dave Bromberg 
slides in you can smell the chick­
en frying. They probably even 
sent an autographed copy to 
Spiro Agnew. Let us hope Ed 
trudges down that dusty road 
to Nashville soo n. Heaven help 
Opry. Come to think 
or it, he would look pretty
good sitting in Johnny Cash’s ouse duetting with him on 
Ballad o f a Teenage Queen.
I wonder if they could have 
expected Rabelais to re-appear 
outside o f a truck stop 
burger joint wearing a Nudie 
cowboy shirt and hand-tooled 
Jack Schaefer boots? Still, 
life is full o f surprises, espec­
ially in Honkville, Georgia.
Tony Convey
ROBBIE BASHO - VENUS 
AND CANCER BLUE THUMB
Another album of beautiful 
music that will probably be un­
noticed by the record buying pub­
lic and wind up sandwiched 
between A Small Bunch o f 
Friends and John Braden in the 
bargain racks. Un­
fortunately this will always be the 
case with men like Robbie Basho 
and John Fahey. There is simply 
no accounting for tastes when it 
comes to odd albums o f highly 
personal and very uneven steel string 
guitar picking. A lot o f the Takoma 
albums are bummers because o f 
the poor recorded sound and the 
hit and miss quality o f  some o f the 
performances. Still, they represent 
a strong and quite unique body 
of work existing in the no man s 
land of modern music. John 
Fahey was the first to record for 
a major recording company. If 
you haven’t yet neard Reauia 
and especially The Yellow Princess 
(both on Vanguard) don’t put o ff 
the pleasure any longer. Now 
Basho has his first commercial 
album released on Blue Thumb 
and they have done him proud.
The elaborate double cover has 
the finest album art work I have 
ever seen this year and the razor 
sharp sound recording can’t be 
faulted. The title piece is a 
beautiful tone poem with three 
main movements: Largo for a Lady, 
Wingspread, and Highwaters. It 
is a truly exquisite piece o f musical 
poetry. The second piece, Eagle Sails 
the Blue Diamond Waters, is un­
questionably a classic.
Basho manages to suspend time 
and leads us soaring over limitless 
blue seas o f tranquility. This is 
really transcendental music. It 
just lifts you out o f your armchair 
and suspends you in a region that 
very few are privileged to visit.
He accompanies himself on this 
track with some of the most 
compelling and unwordly non 
verbal singing you could imagine.
It is evocative o f high, snow capped 
mountains and green, river scarred 
valleys. The picture that first 
came to my mind was of a lone 
hermit kneeling at the summit 
o f a lofty peak and bearing his 
soul to his God. On two o f the 
remaining tracks, Song for the 
Queen and Sweet Wine o f Love, 
Basho sings his fragile verses in 
a high pitched and curiously pure 
and innocent voice. It has some 
of the strange beauty and wonder 
of bird song. The remainingoiece 
is a 12 string excursion into French 
expressionism called Cathedrals 
et Fleur de Lis. It is an aural 
mood piece depicting a cathedral 
situated on a green hill. The
scent o f Fleur de Lis before the 
rain. The rain washes the stone 
walls, then stops. It brings to 
mind Huysmans in his cathedral a 
and St.Lidwine period. This 
is music o f absolute peace and 
serenity and could only have 
been created by a man living in 
harmony with himself and nature. 
Listening to Robbie Basho will 
remind you o f the wind stealing
thru the trees and the still, silent 
spaces over the oceans and deserts. 
Things which we need to be 
sive, smog ringed cities. By 
the way, anyone interested in 
trading Fahey’s Great San Ber- 
nadino Birthday Party for any one 
of Basho’s Takoma albums?
Tony Convey
LEONARD COHEN 
SONGS OF LOVE AND 
HATE - CBS 69004
It is always a hard task 
to review a Leonard Cohen 
album, especially when you 
have only been listening to it 
for a month. It has taken me 
two years to really appreciate 
his first two albums. At first 
I thought he was the most 
pretentious songwriter I had 
ever heard. His Flat, monotonous 
delivery and strange psychotic 
arrangements seemed an almost 
meaningless circle, and his 
songs seemed to be the very 
essence o f pessimism and 
despair. However, friends 
whose taste and judgement I 
respected kept singing his
[iraises and I was Forced to 
isten to the albums over and 
over. I then realised I had 
made a serious mistake. At 
his best Cohen is the most 
gifted and mature songwriter
we have. The humanity and 
compassion o f Sisters o f  
Mercy is overwhelming in its 
intensity. That’s No Way to 
Say Goodbye is also a very 
moving song, but there is an 
edge to it, an almost chilling 
note o f finality. The richness 
o f metaphor and imagery to 
be found in songs sucn as 
Stranger So;ig and Bird on the 
Wire is dazzling. Musically 
Cohen seems almost illiterate.
Most o f his songs are based on 
skeletal two or three chord 
progressions. He uses the 
same picking patterns over and 
over till they oecome a permanent 
fixture in your consciousness.
In most o f his work the starkness 
and simplicity o f the musical 
structures adds to the effective­
ness and mood o f the song.
Unfortunately on the new album 
he seems to have taken this 
austerity too far. Most o f his 
songs seem like echoes from his 
past work with juxtapositions 
o f the old and new adding to 
the confusion o f nightmares and 
fantasies. Still, Conen under­
stands the human species, its 
strengths and crippling weaknesses. 
His maimed men and women are 
only too easily recognised as 
our friends and acquaintances. It 
seems so long ago, Nancy .... or 
was it Susan or Rose or Christine?
And you know she never was a 
stranger. Perhaps his most 
chilling song yet is Dress 
Rehearsal Rag. ‘And a bitter 
voice in the morror cries Heh 
Prince, you need a shave. How 
if you can manage to get your 
trembling fingers to behave, 
why donT you try unwrapping a 
stainless steel razor blade?That’s 
right, it’s come to this. Yes, it’s 
come to this, and wasn’t it a 
long way down? * His macabre 
sense o f  humour is in evidence 
on his Nashville parody, Diamonds 
in the Mine, complete with Tammy 
Wynette singalong chorus and 
cornpone guitar. Joan o f Arc 
must have strong claims to be 
the most sickening song on record. 
Listening to it, one becomes a 
companion to her suffering. Horror 
laden images are piled on top of 
each other in an inexorable 
stream.
Tony Convey
books
THE MAPLE SUGAR BOOK 
Helen and Scott Nearing—
$5.95
How to be a pioneer in the 20th 
century. Even if you never want 
to leave the city, this is a 
fascinating book. It has recipes, 
quotes from antique sources, 
love,joy. Fantastic! “Honey 
is found in the trees and is 
gathered amongst briar and 
bramble bushes.” (Peter 
Martyr—1521) “We think we 
are rediscovering the secrets 
that some of our forebearers in 
the Green Mountains knew so 
well; the secrets of simplicity, 
adequacy, decency, neighborli­
ness, self-respect, and a never 
ending attachment to the marvels 
of the life of nature and of 
society, that we contact on 
every side and of which we are 
integral parts.” (Helen and 
Scott Nearing)
Alex Mortone
MONDAY NIGHT CLASS -  
Stephen Gaskin — $2.50
This book is about a weekly event 
held in San Francisco at the 
Family Dog known as 'T h e  Monday 
Night Class", Led by Stephen 
Gaskin, the class is now about five 
years old and numbers upwards of 
1,500 every week. What it is is a 
place where people get together to 
discuss high energy, life and the 
nature of the universe. If you agree 
that two heads are better than one, 
what would you say to 1,500?
It's having access to a very large 
organic computer — like the 
stuff that's in answer to here and 
now questions comes right out 
like a slot-machine. You pump in 
a questibn, an answer comes out,
I htfve very little to do with that 
process. There's all kinds of 
information, and all sorts of . . .  
you know, in the order that the 
questions came up over a period 
of a few months. That's called 
gestalt. That means that the 
structure of the book is a teaching 
aid to being non-linear. . .  
learning to work your head in more 
than one dimension at a time." 
('Bean Flower'AM ERICAN: 
QUECHUA)
RASBERRY EXERCISES -  
Salli Rasberry and Robert 
Greenway — $4.95
How to start your own school — 
and make a book.
An alternative book on alternative 
schools, recommended as one of 
the most important books on the 
"free school" movement there's 
been. "The book expresses our 
own and others' struggles to root 
new schools in authentic lives, 
at a time when the dominant cul­
ture is shifting and hobbling 
before our very eyes and the 
alternative cultures are lovely but 
etherial and incomplete visions.
We wonder at schools meant to 
be alternatives which resemble 
only more chaotic public schools 
or whose guiding rationale is no 
more than a rejection of public 
schools."
How long has it been since you 
taught in a culture in which you 
fully believed?
A LEX MORTONE
\
m J
TECHNICIANS OF THE  
SACRED:
Edited with commentaries 
by Jerome Rothenberg
(Anchor P/B: $4.95)
Technicians of the Sacred com­
prises of an anthology of 'primitive' 
poetry, and a collection of 
commentaries on the material by 
their editor. I had intended to say 
that this is a book of beginning; 
that is to say of the solid basis of 
experience and perception. But 
this would be to deny its complete­
ness, for these poetries penetrate 
all areas of experience, and come 
a full cycle. Incantation.
There are no 'authors' in this 
anthology; they are simply men and 
women. And their experiences are 
discovered and re-discovered as 
one's own, cleared of the usual 
abstractions and disguise. If 
you're skipping through these 
reviews in hope of discovering a 
book worthy of your time; of 
purchasing and reading and re­
reading, this is it.
Bean flower,
Black and white
Like the heart of that dark man
Who loves two women
Long live the apple 
Its tears are sweet 
This world has reason 
To be bitter.
Little star of heaven 
Lend me your brightness 
For the life of this world 
Is a dark night.
CHARLES BUCKMASTER
T H E REVIEW
THE INDEPENDENT 
QUALITY
NATIONAL WEEKLY
Like a ferret, lean 
and nosey
The REVIEW , previously the SUNDAY  
REVIEW, is a weekly journal. It con­
tains left wing articles, written by 
middle of the road journalists, within 
a right wing format (never judge a 
book by its cover).
In a typical issue, obtainable from 
milkbars in Victoria and newsagents 
everywhere else, the content is di­
vided into approximately nineteen 
diversified headings with abundent 
flowings in twenty other non-clas- 
sified directions. The 'alternative' 
section can be found rubbing elbows 
with the 'chess', 'tucker' or 'film 
review' sections, while a non-specific 
on censorship in Cambodia reads 
newsily on the opposite page. Nearly 
every article has an author (to 
avoid misplaced agression) and 
almost every article has a slant not 
found in any other tabloid. The 
REVIEW can more often than not 
be accused of 'telling it like it is' 
and even more meaningfully 
'telling it at all'.
The REVIEW caters to an odd 
clientele. There are the suburbanites 
who don't get pissed on Saturday 
and who probably have to go to 
a university area to get it, student 
intellectuals and heads with 
fifteen cents spare change and can 
read. (Note Leunig comic: 'Eat 
your macrobiotic food or there'll 
be no hash cookies for desert.')
The REVIEW tries to have something 
for everyone. If it is sometimes too 
stuffy, there are always plenty of 
cartoons which are worth the fifteen 
minutes it takes to thumb through 
the rest.
Rate the REVIEW a great journalistic 
attempt, and almost a financial 
success, at 'the truth, the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth, so 
help me, Richard Walsh.'
Macy McFarland
Editorial
This is not the story of the titanic changes in mankind's history.
This is the true story of this very magazine you have in your hot 
little hands at this very moment.
Anyone who has been a month to month follower of REVOLUTION  
has had a confusing, frustrating journey. Not only has its 
existence often times seemed doubtful, but its very heart and 
content have seen many a transplant.
We've been American, we've been Australian. We've included 
ROLLING STONE and we've done without. We've been tabloid 
size and we've been magazine size. We've had lots of editors and 
we've had no editors. We've been on time and we've never made it. 
One of our greatest faults is inconsistency.
At that rate, the decline and fall of REVOLUTION was eminent. 
Right?
After ten issues it seems we have surfaced. The now consistent 
version of REVOLUTION will look, feel and read as the issue 
you've just purchased.
Firstly, we will just stay an 8 1/8 by 10 1/4 publication, easy to 
handle and store.
Secondly, we've given birth to Australia's first Australian art comic 
book. It's black and it's white. It has something for everyone. A 
thing to give you a few laughs and/or help you find humor in our 
somewhat frightening environment. An appropriate quote from an 
inappropriate source . . . "Laughter is the best medicine."
Thirdly, we would like to remove coldness from our content. We 
give money for contributions, so everyone CONTRIBUTE, graphics 
too!
Fourthly, we are going to be on time and appear every month. From 
the time of our famous banning, where to purchase REVOLUTION  
has always been a boggle. We are now and will remain a newsagent's 
baby. As yet this point still seems vague to both our distributor and 
newsagents. Thus if there are no issues available at your newsagent, 
FREAK.
\
One last point. We haven't given up the revoltion, but we have 
given up the name. This is the very last and final issue of this 
publication under the grand title REVOLUTION, which is slowly 
sinking into the sunset to give rise to a new healthier and happier 
HIGH TIMES. That's what the front cover is all about. And 
that's what we're hoping for us all from now on!
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